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1. In The Hidden King, it was Áed who was discovering himself. In The Wild Court, there 

are other characters that are coming of age and/or discovering their strengths and 

values. Discuss who they are and what you see happening with their development.  

2. While there is plenty of moral ambiguity in The Last Prince, do you feel there is more 

or less in The Wild Court? Why might it be different from one book to the next? 

3. The female antagonist (the Queen) in The Wild Court is frighteningly powerful. Why is 

her kind of power so unsettling, versus the kind of raw power projected by Fionnuala, 

or by Brígh in The Last Prince and The Hidden King? 

4. Fionnuala and Brígh are both pretty intimidating. How are they different, if at all? 

5. Did you have expectations for Áed’s mother? How did you imagine she would be? 

How did she differ from your expectations? 

6. We once again encounter “found family” in The Wild Court, when Áed meets his 

blood relatives for the first time in his life. They are truly “found”, but does blood 

make them truly “family”? Were you satisfied or dissatisfied with their relationship in 

the end? 

7. There is both beauty and horror in The Wild Court. Pick a scene representing each and 

discuss what you liked or disliked about it. 

8. Is The Wild Court a hero’s journey? Is there more than one hero? If so, who are they? 

9. To say Ronan is reluctant to be named as Crown Prince might be an understatement. 

Do you think his experience across the veil changed his mind? Why? 


